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Several quantum-gravity models of compact objects predict microscopic or even Planckian cor-
rections at the horizon scale. We explore the possibility of measuring two model-independent,
smoking-gun effects of these corrections in the gravitational waveform of a compact binary, namely
the absence of tidal heating and the presence of tidal deformability. For events detectable by the
future space-based interferometer LISA, we show that the effect of tidal heating dominates and
allows one to constrain putative corrections down to the Planck scale. The measurement of the
tidal Love numbers with LISA is more challenging but, in optimistic scenarios, it allows to constrain
the compactness of a supermassive exotic compact object down to the Planck scale. Our analysis
suggests that highly-spinning, supermassive binaries at 1 − 20 Gpc provide unparalleled tests of
quantum-gravity effects at the horizon scale.
Introduction. Gravitational waves (GWs) are the most
direct probes of compact objects down to the horizon
scale and can shed light on one of the outstanding open
issues in gravitational astronomy: the nature of com-
pact, dark and massive objects [1]. It has been tacitly
assumed that the latter must be black holes (BHs) for a
number of compelling reasons: BHs form from classical
gravitational collapse of stars, while there are no known,
equally-well motivated alternatives which are sufficiently
compact to explain observations, especially the recent
GW detections [2–4]. Nonetheless, over the years several
arguments have been put forward, suggesting that new
physics at the horizon scale might set in during gravita-
tional collapse, possibly halting or altering the formation
of BHs [5–9]. While the end product of the collapse in
these scenarios is essentially unknown or model depen-
dent [10–12], the exotic compact objects (ECOs) that
might form share two common features: they are ex-
tremely compact and horizonless. Regardless of the via-
bility of these objects and the mechanisms behind them,
we have, for the first time, the means for testing these
scenarios with GWs.
It was recently argued that ECOs can be detected or
ruled out through GW measurements in two different
regimes: the postmerger ringdown phase of a coalescence
– where putative corrections at the horizon scale will pro-
duce GW echoes [13–15] (see also Ref. [16] for an earlier
study, and Refs. [17–19] for a debate on the evidence of
this effect in aLIGO data) – and the late-time inspiral of
the coalescence – through the measurement of the tidal
deformability of the two objects [20–22] and of their spin-
induced quadrupole moment [23].
Here, we discuss another effect that can be used to
distinguish ECOs from BHs, namely the absence of tidal
heating if the binary components do not possess a hori-
zon. For supermassive binaries detectable by the fu-
ture Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [24], we
show that this effect can be used to constrain putative
corrections near the horizon down to the Planck scale,
even for sources at cosmological distance1 if the binary
components are highly spinning, as predicted by several
models of spin evolution of supermassive objects [26].
GW tests of the nature of compact objects. Con-
sider a compact binary, of masses mi (i = 1, 2), total
mass m = m1 + m2, mass ratio q = m1/m2 ≥ 1, and
dimensionless spins χi. In a post-Newtonian (PN) ap-
proximation (i.e. a weak-field/slow-velocity expansion of
Einstein’s equations), dynamics is driven by energy and
angular momentum loss, and particles are endowed with
a series of multipole moments and with finite-size tidal
corrections [27]. Loosely speaking, the nature of the in-
spiralling objects is encoded in (i) the way they respond
to their own field – i.e., on their own multipolar struc-
ture, (ii) the way they respond when acted upon by the
external gravitational field of their companion – through
their tidal Love numbers (TLNs) [28], and (iii) on the
amount of radiation that they possibly absorb, i.e. on
tidal heating [29, 30]. These effects are all included in
the waveform produced during the inspiral, and can be
incorporated in the (Fourier-transformed) GW signal as
(we use G = c = 1 units)
h˜(f) = A(f)ei(ψPP+ψTH+ψTD) , (1)
where f and A(f) are the GW frequency and am-
plitude, ψPP(f) is the “pointlike” phase, whereas
1 We assume a standard ΛCDM flat universe with H0 ∼ 67.7,
ΩM ∼ 0.26 and ΩΛ ∼ 0.69 [25]. All masses quoted in the text
are assumed to be the redshifted masses. With this choice, the
waveform (1) is independent of the redshift z.
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2ψTH(f), ψTD(f) are the contribution of the tidal heat-
ing and the tidal deformability, respectively.
Spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions are included in
ψPP, the latter also depending on the spin-induced
quadrupole moment. This property has been recently
used to constrain O(χ2i ) deviations from the Kerr geom-
etry [23]. However, in known models of rotating ECOs
– e.g., gravastars [31, 32] and strongly-anisotropic, in-
compressible neutron stars [33] – the multipole moments
approach those of a Kerr BH in the high-compactness
limit. This suggests that the distinction between ultra-
compact objects and BHs can only be done, realistically,
using finite-size corrections, ψTH(f) and ψTD(f).
BHs are very special objects in general relativity and it
is no surprise that finite-size effects are different for ECOs
than for BHs. If the inspiralling objects are BHs, a small
contribution to the dynamics is provided by dissipation
of energy and angular momentum at the horizon. To
leading PN order, the energy flux at the horizon reads [30,
34–40] (henceforth we assume circular orbits and spins
aligned with the orbital angular momentum)
E˙heatingBH = −E˙GW
∑
i=1,2
v5
4
(mi
m
)3
(1 + 3χ2i )
×
{
χi − 2
[
1 +
√
1− χ2i
]
mi
m
v3
}
, (2)
where the expansion parameter v = (pimf)1/3 is the
orbital velocity and E˙GW ∼ v10 is the leading order,
quadrupole GW flux [41]. Angular-momentum flux is
subleading so the spins remain roughly constant dur-
ing the evolution [34]. The GW phase ψ is governed by
d2ψ/df2 = 2pi(dE/df)/E˙, where E ∼ v2 is the binding
energy of the binary. To the leading order, this yields
ψBHTH = ψN
(
F (χi, q)v
5 log v +G(q)v8[1− 3 log v]) , (3)
where ψN ∼ v−5 is the leading-order contribution to the
point-particle phase (corresponding to the flux E˙GW),
F (χi, q) and G(q) are simple functions of their argu-
ments, and F ∼ χi + O(χ2i ). Thus, absorption at the
horizon introduces a 2.5PN (4PN)× log v correction to
the GW phase of spinning (nonspinning) binaries, rela-
tive to the leading term (conventionally, one PN order
corresponds to a term ∼ v2). For all known matter, GW
absorption is negligible: tidal heating is therefore a good
discriminator for the existence of horizons. It is therefore
convenient to introduce an absorption coefficient γ such
that, ψTH ≡ γ ψBHTH, with γ = 0 for ECOs with a perfectly
reflecting surface or whose interior does not absorb GWs,
γ = 1 for BHs, and γ ∈ (0, 1) for partial absorption.
In addition, while the TLNs of BHs are zero [42–47],
those of ECOs are small but finite [21, 31, 32, 48]. In line
with neutron star binaries [28, 49, 50], the leading tidal
deformability term for ECO binaries reads,
ψTD(f) = −ψN Λ
6m5
v10
(1 + q)2
q
, (4)
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FIG. 1. TLN of ECOs [21] as a function of the distance
δ = r0−2M between the surface and the Schwarzschild radius,
for an ECO mass M = 106M. From left to right, vertical
strips mark different scales: Planck, subnuclear (Fermi), and
microscopic scales, respectively. The horizontal bands corre-
spond to the measurement of TLNs at the level of k ≈ 0.02 (as
routinely achievable by LISA, cf. Fig. 2 below) and k ≈ 0.005
(achievable only in optimistic scenarios).
where Λ = (1 + 12/q)m51k1 + (1 + 12q)m
5
2k2 is the
weighted tidal deformability, and ki is the (dimension-
less) TLN of the i−th object. Thus, tidal deformability
introduces a 5PN correction to the GW phase relative to
the leading-order GW term, whereas spin-tidal couplings
are subleading [46, 51, 52] and can be neglected.
The TLNs of a nonspinning ultracompact object of
mass M and radius r0 = 2M(1 + ) (with   1) in
Schwarzschild coordinates vanish logarithmically in the
BH limit [21], k ∼ 1/| log |, opening the way to probe
horizon scales. As depicted in Fig. 1, any measurement
of the TLN translates into an estimate of the distance of
the ECO surface from its Schwarzschild radius,
δ := r0 − 2M ∼ 2Me−1/k . (5)
For a supermassive object with M ∼ 106M, δ is of the
order of the Planck length, `P ≈ 1.6 × 10−33 cm, when
k ≈ 0.005 [cf. Fig. 1]. Therefore, future GW observations
should aim at reaching the level of accuracy necessary to
measure TLNs as small as k ∼ 0.005. Below, we show
that this will be achievable with LISA.
To summarize, finite-size effects in the inspiral wave-
form provide two different null-hypothesis tests of BHs.
While BHs have zero TLNs but introduce a nonzero tidal
heating (ψTD = 0, γ = 1), ECOs have (logarithmically
small) TLNs but zero tidal heating (ψTD 6= 0, γ = 0).
Error analysis. State-of-the-art waveform models for
BH binaries are fitted to numerical simulations in order
to reproduce precisely the late-inspiral and merger sig-
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FIG. 2. Percentage relative errors on the tidal-heating parameter γ (left panel) and on the average tidal deformability Λ (right
panel) as a function of the spin parameter χ1 = χ2, for different values of the mass m1 = (10
6, 5 × 106, 107)M. In the left
panel we consider a BH binary, i.e. we assume γ = 1 and Λ = 0, whereas in the right panel we assume an ECO binary (i.e.,
γ = 0 and Λ 6= 0, with k = 0.02 for both binary components). Full (empty) markers refer to mass ratio q = 1.1 (q = 2). Points
below the horizontal line correspond to detections that can distinguish between a BH and an ECO at better than 1σ level. We
assume binaries at luminosity distance 2 Gpc; σΛ,γ scales with the inverse luminosity distance, whereas σΛ (σγ) scales with 1/Λ
(1/γ) when k  1 (γ  1).
nal [53–55]. Since simulations of ECO binaries are not yet
available [with the notable exception of boson stars [56],
which are however limited to  & O(1)], there is no fully
consistent inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform model for
an ECO coalescence.
To overcome this problem, here we focus our analy-
sis on the inspiral phase only, adopting a state-of-the-art
PN template in the frequency domain, the so-called Tay-
lorF2 approximant [57–59]. We include spin-orbit, spin-
spin [55] and the known cubic spin corrections to ψPP
up to 3.5PN order [60]. As discussed, we assume the
quadrupole moment to be that of a Kerr BH. We include
tidal heating to leading order (i.e., to 2.5PN (4PN) rela-
tive order for spinning (nonspinning) binaries) and tidal
deformability terms to next-to-leading order (i.e, to 6PN
relative order [61, 62]).
We employ a Fisher matrix analysis, which is accu-
rate at large signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) [63], as those
relevant for LISA supermassive binaries under considera-
tion. For a given set of parameters ~ξ, the error associated
with the measurement of parameter ξa is σa =
√
Σaa,
where Σab is the inverse of the Fisher matrix, Γab =(
∂ξah|∂ξbh
)
~ξ=~ξ0
, ~ξ0 are the injected values of the param-
eters ~ξ, and the inner product is defined as
(g|h) = 4 Re
∫ fmax
fmin
df
h˜(f)g˜?(f)
Sh(f)
, (6)
where Sh(f) is the recently proposed LISA’s noise spec-
tral density [24]. We assume an observation time Tobs =
1 yr, sky-averaging the GW signal [64], and estimate the
initial frequency fmin of the binary in terms of fmax and
Tobs by solving the binary motion to leading order. Since
higher-PN corrections are more relevant in the last stages
of the inspiral, we are interested in those “golden” bina-
ries which remain in the LISA band for Tobs up until
the merger. Finally, we choose fmax to guarantee that
our template is a reliable approximation of the signal in
the relevant frequency range. Namely, we choose fmax
such that the overlap O between the TaylorF2 BH-BH
template and a more accurate inspiral-merger-ringdown
template for spinning BH binaries (the PhenomD wave-
form [54, 55]) is at least equal to the fiducial threshold
O ≥ 0.95 (more details are given in the Supplement Ma-
terial). We note that, to the leading order, the statistical
errors estimated through the Fisher matrix are indepen-
dent of the systematic errors arising from approximat-
ing the true signal with an imperfect theoretical tem-
plate [65].
The relevant Fisher-matrix parameters are ~ξ =
(lnA, ψc, tc, lnM, ln ν, χ1, χ2) [where ψc, tc, M =
(m1m2)
3/5/m1/5 and ν = m1m2/m
2 are the phase and
time at the coalescence, the chirp mass, and the symmet-
ric mass ratio, respectively] plus possibly γ and log Λ,
depending on the system under consideration. (The sub-
leading term of ψTD depends on an extra parameter [62]
which, however, turns out to be unmeasurable.)
GW constraints on ECOs. Our requirement O ≥
0.95 is not satisfied for both large spins and large mass
ratios. Because the effects of the former are more impor-
tant, we focus on q ∈ (1, 2) and χi ∈ (0, 0.95).
Let us first consider the effects of tidal heating, by set-
ting Λ = 0. The error σγ is shown in the left panel
of Fig. 2 as a function of the spin for different sys-
tems. The dashed horizontal line marks the threshold
4σγ = 1: measurements of the tidal heating parame-
ter γ below the threshold have less than 100% uncer-
tainty and would discriminate between ECOs (γ = 0) and
BHs (γ = 1) at least at 1σ level. While slowly-spinning,
equal-mass binaries are not distinguishable, the accuracy
improves dramatically at large spin. In some favorable
scenarios, BH coalescences up to luminosity distances of
20 Gpc (corresponding to redshift z ≈ 2.5) with indi-
vidual masses mi ∼ 106M and spins χi & 0.9 can be
confidently distinguished from ECO binaries on the ba-
sis of the presence of tidal heating. The enhancement
with spin is expected, given that tidal heating enters the
GW phase at 2.5PN× log v order [cf. Eq. (3)] and that
the merger frequency is higher. We also observe a milder
improvement as q increases, due to the larger number
of orbits in bandwidth. One of our best-case scenarios
(m1 = 1.1m2 = 10
6M, χi = 0.9) corresponds to SNR ≈
2×104, and relative errors ' (2×10−3, 6×10−2, 6, 7, 14)%
on (M, ν, χ1, χ2, γ), respectively.
The second case of interest is orthogonal to the above:
with ECO binaries in mind we now set γ = 0 = ψTH
but a nonvanishing TLN. We are interested in estimat-
ing whether a measurement of Λ is incompatible with
zero and therefore whether ECOs can be distinguished
from BHs on these grounds. This case was preliminarily
studied in Ref. [21] (and more recently in Ref. [22]) only
for equal-mass binaries and neglecting spin. The right
panel of Fig. 2 shows that the constraints on Λ are or-
ders of magnitude more stringent for spinning binaries.
In particular, for χi & 0.9 and q ∼ 1, a constraint on
the TLN as stringent as k . 0.005 (k . 0.05) can be
obtained for a coalescence within 2 Gpc (20 Gpc). For
several ECO models [21], a bound k . 0.005 on the TLN
translates into an impressive constraint on the compact-
ness of ECOs down to the Planck scale near the horizon,
i.e. δ/M ∼ 10−45 for a supermassive object [cf. Fig. 1].
Thus, finite-size effects open up the tantalizing pos-
sibility to know, through GW observations, if BHs do
actually exist, and are in fact complementary to searches
for new physics at the horizon scale through the detection
of GW echoes [66].
Effective absorption by ECOs. It might be argued
that there should be a continuous transition from BHs
to ultracompact horizonless objects, whereas we have
assumed that tidal heating of ECOs is negligible. In
fact, an ultracompact object can trap radiation within
its photon sphere efficiently [13, 14, 67], thus mimicking
the effect of a horizon. This mechanism is interesting
per se at a theoretical level and deserves (and requires)
a separated study. Nonetheless, we can estimate it as
follows. In order for the absorption to affect the or-
bital motion, it is necessary that the (arrival) time radi-
ation takes to reach the companion, Tarr, be much longer
than the radiation-reaction time scale due to heating,
TRR ∼ E/E˙heatingBH . From Eq. (2), the latter reads at
most TRR ∼ mv−13/(χi + 3χ3i ), when q = 1 and χi 6= 0.
For BHs, Tarr → ∞ because of time dilation, so that
the condition Tarr  TRR is always satisfied. For ECOs
in the → 0 limit, Tarr turns out to be just the GW echo
delay time of the i-th object, Tarr ∼ mi| log | [13, 14]. For
a given compactness, the condition Tarr  TRR implies
that an effective heating can take place only when f 
fcrit. Including spins [17] and generic mass ratios in the
computation, we find,
fcrit ∼ 2
1/13
2pim
[
5mQ∆i
mi (χi + 3χ3i ) (1 + ∆i) log(r
(i)
+ /δ)
]3/13
,
(7)
where ∆i =
√
1− χ2i , Q = (1 + q)4/[q(1 + q(q− 1))], and
r
(i)
+ = mi(1 + ∆i). When χi → 0, the subleading term
in Eq. (2) becomes dominant, but its effect is negligible.
As expected, fcrit decreases as the compactness increases.
However, owing to the logarithmic dependence, even for
δ ∼ `P , fcrit & fISCO when χi < 0.9 or when q  1 for
any spin. In the least favorable case [0.9 < χi < 0.99
and q ∼ 1], fcrit ≈ 0.4fISCO. Therefore, in the entire
region where the PN expansion is valid the “effective”
tidal heating of a Planck-scale ECO can be neglected.
Another possible caveat concerns GW dephasing due
to mode excitation. The fundamental QNMs of an ECO
have small frequency and are extremely long lived. Be-
cause ωQNM ∼ 2pi/Tarr ∼ 1/(M |log |) [13, 14], the
QNMs can be possibly excited only when the orbital fre-
quency ' 2pi/Tarr which, for Planck-scale ECOs, occurs
only near the ISCO and with extremely narrow reso-
nances that should absorb a negligible amount of energy.
In summary, our results seem robust even when relax-
ing some of the assumptions: mode excitation and tidal
heating can be expected to be negligible for Planck-scale
ECOs, validating our analysis.
Discussion and Prospects. The future space-based
GW detector LISA [24] will be able to distinguish
whether supermassive dark objects in a binary coales-
cence have a horizon or not by measuring two distinct and
complementary finite-size effects on the waveform: tidal
heating and tidal deformability. These effects become
stronger for highly spinning binaries – as those predicted
in several models of BH spin cosmic evolution [26] – and
allow us to constrain the location of the ECO surface
down to Planck scales, even for cosmological sources.
This is a truly spectacular potential. GW observations
will possibly provide the most impressive tests of near-
horizon physics, and will challenge our understanding of
quantum gravity backreaction effects.
This work is intended as a proof-of-principle; including
eccentricity, spin misalignment, higher-order PN terms,
and performing a Bayesian analysis are certainly rele-
vant extensions. In the near future, we expect that a
substantial effort will be devoted to perform fully rela-
tivistic simulations of exotic binaries. The latter would
be extremely precious to extend the domain of valid-
5ity of current waveforms to the merger and ringdown
phases, matching semi-analytical templates to the nu-
merical data, in order to build complete ECO templates
(e.g. using the hybrid waveform approach [54, 55], or an
effective-one-body framework [38, 53, 68, 69]).
LISA rates of these events at z . 2.5 are uncertain, but
they are expected to be ∼ 1−10 per year [70]. Since even
a single detection of such systems during LISA lifetime
is enough to impose exquisite constraints, we claim that
highly spinning, supermassive binaries may be wonderful
probes of putative quantum-gravity effects at the horizon
scale.
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Appendix A: Reliability of the TaylorF2 template
In order to guarantee that the TaylorF2 template
adopted in our analysis provides a reliable approxima-
tion of the inspiral waveform in the relevant frequency
range, we compare it to the PhenomD waveform [54, 55];
the latter provides an accurate inspiral-merger-ringdown
template for spinning BH binaries. We choose fmax such
that the overlap O ≡ maxtc,φc(hTF2|hPD) > 0.95, where
hTF2 is our waveform in the BH-BH case (i.e., γ = 1,
ki = 0), whereas hPD is the PhenomD template for the
same parameters.
For all results presented in this work, the overlap be-
tween our model and PhenomD is at least O & 0.95 (and
often O & 0.99). We have also checked that using a more
stringent threshold (O & 0.97) would increase the sta-
tistical errors σγ and σΛ just by a factor of a few in the
optimal configurations. A less conservative choice (of-
ten adopted in previous exploratory studies) is to set a
sharp cut-off, fmax = min(1 Hz, fISCO), where fISCO is
the GW frequency at the innermost-stable circular or-
bit (ISCO) of the Kerr metric2, including corrections
due to the self-force and the spin of the less massive
object [71]. This choice would provide more stringent
constraints than those reported in the main text and, to
the leading order, would not affect the statistical errors
estimated through the Fisher matrix [65].
Finally, we have performed a consistency check of our
numerical approach, computing the maximum mismatch
| ln r|, i..e. the ratio between the Fisher-approximate
likelihood and the exact probability distribution [63].
Specifically, the mismatch creterion quantifies whether
the strength of the signal is large enough to justify the
high SNR approximation, i.e. whether the Fisher matrix
can be consistently used to represent a given parameter’s
uncertainty. Following [63], we have computed | ln r| re-
quiring that 90% of its cumulative distribution is below
the threshold | ln r| < 0.1. The result of this analysis is
shown in Fig. 3, for some of the most representative con-
figurations below the threshold of Fig. 2. This analysis
indicates that the statistical errors estimated from the
Fisher matrix should be a reliable estimate of the mea-
surement precision achievable by LISA for the sources
under consideration.
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